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What stage of product life cycle is starbucks

Four stages exist with the product life cycle after a product is introduced to the market. Some marketing experts talk about a fifth state, which is more developed in nature. However, different moves occur in each of the four product life cycle stages, affecting the company's advertising, price and product strategy. Managers and business owners must be aware of the four stages of
the product life cycle, as not tracking it can significantly hinder revenue and profitability. The introductory phase of the product life cycle is when people start learning about it. Product quality is important in this state, as companies want to build repeat business. In addition, a company may choose to price its products relatively high or below average. Companies can quickly offset
production costs at higher prices. However, a multiple company uses a lower price strategy to build market share or a loyal customer base. If demand for products is high, sales will skyrocket during the growth period. Companies can also add a variety of products to attract more customers. Companies will often keep their prices steady during the growth period, according
QuickMBA.com, an online business reference website. Companies are using higher profit margins to advertise or gain additional business from repeat customers. Companies will often need to hire more people during the growth phase to better serve customers. Ad departments can increase their spending to attract a wider audience. In the maturity period, the market becomes
more saturated. It becomes harder to add customers. Some companies will add new features to their products to lure customers away from competitors. Companies may also try to find new uses for products or markets for their products to extend the life of their products. For example, a consumer products company can start selling its soap to factories and factories. Therefore,
companies will often emphasize their differences from competitors in their ads and promotions. Companies can also lower prices when more competitors enter the market. Some competitors are likely to take a discount, so other companies will also do the same to avoid losing customers. The product inevitably becomes obsolete or outdated. Black and white television is an
example. During periods of decline, companies can make final efforts to differentiate their products or find new markets for them. However, some companies will introduce new products, especially if the technology is changing. Their current product can be sold or discontinued. The life cycle of a product is the period from the time a new product is introduced to the until it is no
longer in demand. The product life cycle is divided into four stages including: the introduction of the product, the growth in demand, the ma mastity of the product and its development The four stages represent not only product awareness in the eyes of consumers, but also the result of sales, as well as how marketing and price are shaped. The introductory stage is the launch of
the product to consumers. Profit and revenue are not a major concern at this stage of the product life cycle and the focus lies more on product awareness. Prices for the product may be low to persuade buyers to check its quality and usefulness or high to offset the cost of marketing new items, depending on the product. One of the main goals in the introduction phase is to create
a brand image for the product. An ongoing effort to market product brands during the growth phase of the product life cycle and a large amount of funding is often spent on advertising for a wider audience. Prices are often maintained to keep up with demand or fall to attract additional buyers. The growth period often brings great revenue as products become popular and
distribution is expanded to meet the needs of consumers. The maturity phase can be set out by considering the competitors and their efforts to create their brand image through a very similar product. The market becomes saturated although sales may continue, but it is possible to plateau. The product features can be enhanced in an effort to distinguish the product from others.
One of the main goals in the adult stage is to extend the life of the product before consumers no longer care. Decline, as the final stage in the product life cycle, provides the company to choose one of three product-related options. They can choose to withdraw products from shelves - by significantly reducing prices and clearing warehouse supplies - ride coattails of previous
marketing efforts to sell products or maintain existing products in the hope that other competitors withdraw their products from the market. The decline may be due to a change in consumer preferences or a change in fashion trends. Most senior, alert and attentive marketing executives are now familiar with the concept of the product lifecycle. Even a handful of unique international
company presidents and updates have become acquainted with this tantalizing concept. However, a recent survey I took of such executives found no one uses the concept in any strategic way, and pitifully few people use it in any kind of tactical way. It's still–as there are many compelling theories in economics, physics, and sex – a remarkably durable but almost completely
unemployed and seemingly unemployed piece of professional baggage whose presence in the rhetoric of professional discussions adds a much coveted legality but it seems impossible to achieve with the idea that marketing management is somehow a profession. Moreover, there is a persistent feeling Life cycle concepts add glossyness and believability to insistent claims in
certain circles that marketing is close to being some kind of science.1 The concept of product life cycle is today at about the stage where Copernican's view of the universe is 300 years ago: a lot of people know about it , but hardly anyone seems to use it in any effective or effective way. Now that so many people know and in some fashion understand the product life cycle, it
seems time to put it to work. The goal of this article is to propose several ways to effectively use the concept and turn knowledge of its existence into a competitive power management tool. Since the concept has been presented slightly differently by different authors and to different audiences, it is useful to consider it briefly here so that each reader has the same background for
the discussion that follows in this article. The Life Story historical model of most successful products is a history of them going through certain recognizable stages. They are displayed in Appendix I and occur in the following order: Stage 1. Market Development This is when a new product is first put on the market, before there is a proven need for it, and often before it has been
fully proven technically in all respects. Sales are low and creep along slowly. Phase 2. Demand for market growth began to accelerate and the size of the total market expanded rapidly. It can also be called the Takeoff Stage. Stage 3. Demand for market maturity decreases and grows, for the most part, only at the alternative level and new family formation. Stage 4. Market decline
Products begin to lose consumer appeal and sales drift down, such as when fault whips are lost with the introduction of automobiles and when silk is lost to nylon. Three operational questions will quickly occur with the ceo warning: With a proposed new product or service, how and to what extent can predict the shape and duration of each stage? With an existing product, how can
one determine what stage it is in? With all this knowledge, how can it be used effectively? A further brief construction of each stage will be useful before dealing with these questions in detail. Development Stage Bring a new product to market full of unknowns, uncertainties and often can not know the risks. In general, demand must be created during the initial market development
phase of the product. How long it takes this depends on the complexity of the product, the new level, in accordance with the needs of the consumer and the presence of competitive substitutes of one form or another. A cure for cancer proven to require virtually no market development; it will get great support immediately. An alleged superiors replacement for the process of losing
sculpted wax will take longer. While it has been proven time after that true customer-oriented new product development is one of the main conditions of sales and profit growth, what has proven even more conclusively is the devastating costs and deaths frequently associated with the launch of new products. Nothing seems to take longer, costs more money, involves more pitfalls,
causes more suffering, or breaks careers more than doing sincere and well-formed new product programs. The fact is, most new products do not have any kind of classic life cycle curve at all. Instead, they have at the very beginning an infinite descending curve. The product not only does not get out of the ground; It goes fast on the ground, six feet below. It's no surprise therefore
that some disillusioned and badly burned companies have recently adopted a more conservative policy - what I call the apple policy used. Instead of ambition to become the first company to see and seize opportunities, they systematicly avoided it first. They let others bite the first of the apples that are said to be juicy tantalizing them. They let others be pioneers. If the idea works,
they quickly follow suit. They say, in fact, the troubles with being a pioneer are pioneers killed by Indians. Therefore, they say (mixing their metaphor thoroughly), We do not need to get the first bite of the apple. The second is good enough. They are willing to eat a used apple, but they try to be vigilant enough to ensure that it is used only slightly - that at least they get the second
largest bite, not the tenth thinnest apple. Growth Phase The usual feature of a successful new product is a gradual increase in its sales curve during the period of market development. At some point in this increase a significant increase in consumer demand occurred and sales took off. The boom is on. This is the beginning of Phase 2 - the period of market growth. At this point
potential competitors have been watching the development in the period I jumped into the fight. The first participants were usually those with particularly effective apple policies. Some enter the market with carbon copies of the originater's product. Others make functional and design improvements. And at this point product and brand differences began to grow. The next fight for
consumer patron patrons poses to the originating producers a whole new set of problems. Instead of looking to get consumers to try out the product, the originater now faces more attractive issues getting them to like his brand. This often requires significant changes in marketing strategies and methods. But the Books and tactics now adopted will not be free the only choice of
originating manufacturers, nor as experimental as they may have been in phase I. The presence of both dictation competitors and limits what can easily be tried- such as , for check what is the best price or best distribution channel. As consumer acceptance rates accelerate, it often becomes increasingly easy to open new distribution channels and retail stores. Consequently, the
filling of distribution pipelines often causes sales of the entire industry to increase faster than store sales. This creates an exaggerated impression of profit opportunities, so attract more competitors. Some of these will start to charge lower prices because of later advances in technology, production shortcuts, the need for lower profits to get distributed, and the like. All this in
inevitable time moves the industry to the threshold of a new phase of competition. Maturity This new phase is the maturity phase of the market. The first sign of its introduction is evidence of market saturation. This means that most consumer or household companies with sales prospects will own or use the product. Sales are now growing on a par with the population. No need to
fill the distribution pipeline anymore. Price competition is now fierce. Competing efforts to achieve and keep brand priorities now involve making better and better differences in products, in customer service, and in the advertising and claims practice made to the product. Often, the mature phase of the market forces the manufacturer to focus on keeping its distribution stores,
retaining its shelf space, and finally, trying to ensure more intensive distribution. Meanwhile, in the period of market development, the originater is heavily dependent on the active efforts of retailers and its distributors to help sell their products, retailers and distributors will now be regularly reduced largely to be exhibited goods and order-takers. In the case of branded products in
particular, the originater must now, more than ever, communicate directly with the consumer. The market maturity period often calls for a new kind of emphasis on more effective competition. Originate people are increasingly forced to attract consumers on the basis of price, marginal product differences or both. Depending on the products, services and transactions offered in
relation to it are often the clearest and most effective forms of differentiation. In addition to these, there will be efforts to create and promote good product differentiation through packaging and advertising, and to attract special market segments. The adult phase of the market can be adopted quickly, as in the case of most women's fashion fads, or it can persist for generations with
per-person consumption less rising nor decreasing, as in key items such as men's shoes and industrial fasteners. Or maturity may persist, but in a state of gradual but stable deterioration per head, as in the case of beer and steel. Period of decline When the market maturities shut down and thus ended, the product entered Phase 4- the market declined. In any case mature and
declining industries are transformed. Few companies can weather the competitive storm. As demand decreased, excessive capacity was apparent in the adult phase now becoming endemic. Some manufacturers see implacably handwriting on the wall but feel that with proper and cunning management they will be among the survivors after deluge the whole industry they very
clearly foresure. To accelerate the eclipse of direct competitors, or to scare them into soon voluntarily withdrawing from the industry, they start a series of aggressive depressive tactics, propose mergers or acquisitions, and often engage in activities that make life thanklessly heavy for all companies , and making death an inevitable consequence for most of them. A few companies
actually weathered the storm, sustaining life through the constant descent that is now clearly characterized by the industry. Production is focused on fewer hands. Prices and profits have been depressed. Consumers get bored. The only case that takes any relief from this boredom and gradual euthanasia is where style and fashion play some constantly revived roles. Pre-planned
importance Knowing that the life of successful products and services is often characterized by something like the model illustrated in the Appendix I can become the basis for policies and practices that are important for life. One of the greatest values of the life cycle concept is for managers about to launch a new product. The first step for them is to try to foresther the profile of the
proposed product cycle. As with so many things in business, and perhaps unique in marketing, it is almost impossible to make useful universal suggestions on how to manage a person's work. It is certainly particularly difficult to provide extensive useful advice on how to predict or predict the slope and duration of a product's life. Indeed, that's precisely because very few specific
daily tutorials are possible in anything, and because no check list has ever been so useful to anyone in so long, that business management will probably never be a science– always an art and will pay special rewards to managers with talent Rare energy, enormous energy, iron nerves, excellent ability to assume responsibility and responsibility. But this does not mean that useful
efforts cannot or should not be made to try to fores foresther the slope and time of life of a new product. The time spent trying this kind of foresfaring not only helps ensure that a more reasonable approach is taken to product planning and sales; Also will be shown later, it can help generate valuable lead time for strategic and tactically important moves after the product is
marketed. Specifically, it can be a help in developing a variety of orderly competitive moves, in extending or prolonging the life of a product, in maintaining a clean product line, and in deliberately phasing out dead and expensive old products.2 The likelihood of failure... As indicated above, the length and slope of the market development phase depends on the complexity of the
product, the new level, in accordance with the needs of the customer and the presence of competitive alternative products. The longer the unique or special newness of the product, the longer it takes to successfully get it off the ground. The world does not automatically beat a path to the man with the mousetrap better.3 The world must be told, coddled, manipulative, romantic,
and even bribery (as with, for example, coupons, samples, free application support, and the like). When the newness of the product is exceptional and the work it is designed to do is unique, the public will often be less quick to feel it as something it clearly needs or wants. This makes life particularly difficult for the innovateer. He will have more than the usual difficulty of identifying
the characteristics of his products and those that support communication topics or devices that imply value to consumers. As a result, the more special the emerging, the greater the risk of failure due to insufficient working capital to maintain a long period of time and frustration in creating enough solvent customers to make payment proposals, or from the inability to convince
investors and banks that they should spend more money. In any particular situation, the more people will be involved in making a single purchasing decision for a new product, the more drawn phase I will be. So in the highly fragmented building materials industry, for example, success takes a particularly long time to grasp; and having been arrested, it tends to persist for a long
time—often for too long. On the other side, fashion items clearly catch up the fastest and last shortest. But because fashion is so powerful, recently some companies in what often seem less fashionable influenced by industries (machine tools, for example) have shortened the stage of market development by introducing elements of design and fashion packaging to their products.
What factors tend to prolong the market development phase and thus increase the risk of failure? The more complex the product, the more special its novelty, the less fashion is affected, the greater the number of people affecting a purchase decision, the more expensive it is, and the greater the necessary change in the way customers work —these are conditions that are more
likely to slow things down and create problems. ... compared to the chance of success But the problem also creates opportunities to control the forces against the success of new products. For example, newer products, more, More importantly it becomes for the client to have a favorable first experience with it. The newity creates a certain special visibility for the product, with a
certain number of people standing on the sidelines to see how the first customers continue with it. If their first experience is unfavorable in some important way, this can have far-right consequences proportional to the actual level of underfulfillment of customer expectations. But a favorable first experience or application would, for the same reason, get a lot of publicity
disproportionately favorable. Exaggerated disillusionment with a poor first experience can ask important questions regarding the appropriate distribution channels for a new product. On the one hand, successful launches may require - as in the case of, for example, the early days of home washing machines - many retailers can offer consumers significant help in the correct use of
the product and thus help ensure a favorable first experience for those buyers. On the other hand, channels that offer this type of help (such as small neighborhood equipment stores in the case of washing machines) during the period of market development may not be the channels with the best ability to sell the most successful product goods later on when helping to create and
personally reassure customers less important than wide product distribution. To the point where the channel decides in this first stage sacrificing some of the requirements of the market development stage for some requirements of the later stage, the acceptance rate of consumer products in the first place may be delayed. As the market develops, price decisions are often
particularly difficult for manufacturers. Should he set a high initial price to offset his investment quickly- i.e., surf ice cream- or should he set a low price to discourage potential competition- i.e., exclusion? The answer depends on the creator's estimate of the possible length of the product's life cycle, the level of patent protection the product is likely to enjoy, the amount of capital
required to get the product off the ground, the elasticity of the demand during the first lifetime of the product , and many other factors. The final decision made can affect not only the speed at which the product begins, but even the duration of its total lifespan. So some products that cost too low in the first place (especially fashion goods, such as chemicals, or sacks, a few years
ago) can catch up so quickly that they become short-lived fads. A slower pace of consumer acceptance can often extend their life cycle and raise the total profits they bring. The actual slope, or the speed of the growth phase, depends on some of the things self-success or failure in phase I. But the extent to which Patent monopolies can play an important sometimes innable role of
being forgotten. More often than one offhand can expect, owners of powerful patent positions do not realize either the virtue of developing the market making their patents available to competitors or the market destroying the possibility of not controlling more effectively than their competitors using such products. In general, the more manufacturers of a new product, the more effort
goes into developing a market for it. The net result will most likely be faster and steeper growth of the whole market. The initial creator's market share may decrease, but his total revenue and profits may increase faster. Certainly this has been the case in recent years of color television; The RCA's eagerness to make its tubes available to competitors reflects its recognition of the
strength of numbers on the power of monopoly. On the other behalf, the failure to establish and enforce appropriate quality standards in the early days of glasses and cups of drinking polystyrene and polyethylene produced such sloppy, inferior goods that took years to restore consumer confidence and revive the growth model. But to try to preview what growth model of a product
may not be very useful if one fails to distinguish between the industry model and the model of the company unique to its particular brand. The cycle of the industry will almost certainly differ from that of individual companies. Moreover, the life cycle of a given product may be different for different companies in the same industry at the same time, and it certainly affects different
companies in the same industry. The burden of the company's originater is most threatened as the original manufacturer - the company launches a completely new product. This company usually ins withstands most of the costs, tribululation, and certainly the risks of developing both the product and the market. Competitive pressure Once the innovation house proves during the
market development phase that a solid demand exists, armies of imitators flock in to capitalize and help create the boom that becomes the market growth, or takeoff, phase. As a result, while extremely rapid growth will now describe the total demand of the product, for companies that originated its growth phase paradoxically now becomes cut short. It must share the boom with
new competitors. Hereby the potential acceleration speed of its own takeoff is diminished and, indeed, really may not last as long as of the industry. This happens not only because there are so many competitors, but, as we have noted before also because competitors often come with product improvements and lower prices. While these developments often help keep the market
expanding, they greatly limit the growth rate of the company of its origin and its length Stage. All this can be illustrated by comparing the curve in Appendix II with the curve in Appendix I, which displays the life cycle for a product. In phase I in the Exhibition I usually have only one company - the initiater - although the whole exhibition represents the entire industry. In phase I the
originater is the entire industry. But by phase 2, he shared the industry with many competitors. Therefore, while the I Exhibition is an industry curve, its phase I represents only the sales of a single company. Product Life Cycle Exhibition II - Company Exhibition of Origin II shows the life cycle of the originater's brand - its own sales curve, not that of the industry. It can be seen that
from Year 1 to Year 2, his sales are growing as fast as the industry. But after Year 2, while the industry sales in The Exhibition I'm still expanding strongly, the sales curve of the originators in Exhibit II has begun to slow its ass. He is now sharing the boom with a lot of competitors, some of them in much better positions than him. Squeeze profits In the process, the originater may
begin to experience a serious tightening of his profits. Exhibit III, which tracks the profit per unit of sales of the originator, illustrates this point. During the period of market development, the profit per unit of his is negative. Sales are too low at current prices. However, during the period of market growth unit profits boomed as output increased and unit production costs decreased.
The total profit increased a lot. It is the presence of such lush profits that both attract and ultimately destroy competitors. Exhibit III Profit Contributors Life Cycle-Company originated Therefore, while (1) industry sales may still increase nicely (as at point 3 in Annex I), and (2) while the company's revenue originated may at the same time have started to slow down significantly (as in
Annex II) , and (3) while at the moment the total profit of the originater can still increase because his sales volume is very large and on a slight up trend, his profit per unit will usually have a drastic downward course. Indeed, they will usually do so long before the sales curve is flat. They will have to head out and start falling perhaps around point 2 (as in Annex III). By the time the
originater's revenue begins to decline (as at Point 3 in Annex II), the unit profit may actually be equal to no (as in Annex III). At this time many competitors in the industry, the growth rate of industrial demand has slowed a bit, and the competitors are cutting Price. Some of them do this to get business, and others do it because their costs are lower due to the fact that their
equipment is more modern and efficient. Phase 3 of the industry — maturity — usually lasts as long as there are no important competitive alternatives (such as, for aluminum for steel in tin cans), there is no drastic change in influential value systems (such as the end of women's modesty in the 1920s and the destruction of market consequences for veils), no major changes in
fashion dominate (such as female form of hour glasses and the end of waist cinchers) , there is no change in demand for the main products used in question (such as the effect of the deterioration of the expansion of new rail rail ties), and there is no change either in the outdated rate of the product or in the character or rate of introduction of product modifications. Maturity can last
for a long time, or it may actually never be achieved. Fashion goods and fad items sometimes rise to sudden heights, he hesitation momentarily at an unpleasant peak, and then quickly drop off into the dark total. Stage recognition The different characteristics of the stages described above will help people recognize the stage a particular product occupies at any given time. But
hindsight will always be more accurate than the current scene. Perhaps the best way to see a person's current stage is to try to forescen the next stage and work backwards. This approach has some virtues: It forces one to look ahead, constantly trying to reforesee his future environment and competition. This will have its own reward. As Charles F. Kettering, perhaps detroit's last
original invented and perhaps the greatest of all its invented, has liked to say, We should all care about the future because that's where we're going to have to spend the rest of our lives. By looking at the future one can better assess the state of the present. Looking forward to more perspectives for the present than looking at the present alone. Most people know more about the
present than is good for them. It is usually usually too burdensome to know the present too well, given our perception of the present is too often too heavily distorted by the urgent pressures of everyday events. To know where the present is in the continuity of competitive time and events, it often makes more sense to try to know what the future will bring, and when it will bring it,
than to try to know what the present itself actually contains. Finally, the value of knowing which stage a product occupies at any given time lies only in how that fact is used. But its use is always in the future. Hereby a prediction of the future environment in which the information will be used is often more functional for effective capital writing of knowledge of the present than
knowledge of the present itself. Synly Action The life cycle concept can be used effective in the strategy of both current and new products. For ongoing and clear purposes, the rest of this article will describe some of the use of concepts from the early stages of the new product plan adopted later stages of keeping profitable products alive. The main discussions will focus on what I
call a life extension policy or prolonged market. 4 To the point where Exhibit II and III outline the classic models of successful new products, one of the ongoing goals of originating manufacturers should be to avoid serious discipline imposed by a profit squeeze early in the period of market growth , and to avoid wearing and wasting so typical of the market maturity phase. Hereby
the following proposal would seem reasonable: when a company develops a new product or service, it should try to plan at the very beginning a series of actions used at different next stages in the existence of the product so that its revenue and profit curves are constantly maintained instead of following the decreasing slope through their usual. In other words, advance planning
should be directed at expanding, or stretching out, the life of the product. It's the idea of planning before the actual launch of a new product to take concrete actions later in its life cycle- actions designed to sustain its growth and profitability– which seem to have great potential as a tool of long-term product strategy. Nylon's Life How this can work for a product can be illustrated by
looking at the history of nylon. The way in which nylon's booming sales life has been repeated and systematicly expanded and stretched can serve as a model for other products. What happened in nylon may not have been deliberately planned that way in the first place, but the results were quite as if they had been planned. The first nylon end use is mainly military- umbrellas,
yarns, ropes. This was followed by the entry of nylon into the circular knitwear market and its dominate over the women's knitwear business. Here it has developed the kind of steady growth and profit curve that every CEO dreams of. After a few years, these curves begin to flatten away. But before they were very noticeable, Du Pont developed measures designed to revive
revenue and profits. It did several things, each of which is graphically proven in Appendix IV. This exhibition and explanation then have some freedom with the actual facts of the nylon situation to highlight the points I want to make. But they have no freedom with the necessary conditions of product strategy. Exhibition IV Hypothetical Life cycle- Nylon Point A of Exhibit IV shows
the hypothetical point at which the nylon curve (dominated at the moment by knitwear) flattens out. If nothing continues to be done, the sales curve will continue along the flat speed indicated by the dotted line at Point A. This is also the hypothetical point that that the first systematic efforts were made to extend the life of the product. Du Pont, in fact, was sure pushed knitwear
sales upwards instead of continuing the implied path by the dotted line extension of the curve at Point A. At Point A the action #1 another flat curve upwards. At points B, C and D there are still other new revenue and profit expansion actions (#2, #3, #4, etc.) that have been taken. What are these actions? Or, more usefully, what is their strategic content? What were they trying to
do? They participated in strategies that tried to expand sales through four different routes: 1. Promoting more frequent product use among existing users. 2. Develop more diverse use of products among current users. 3. Create new users for the product by expanding the market. 4. Search for new uses for basic materials. Regular use. Du Pont research has shown a growing trend
towards bareleggedness in women. This is coincided with a tendency towards more casual living and a decreased perception among adolescents of what may be called social necessity of wearing socks. In light of the findings, an approach to propping up the flat sales curve may have been to reiterate the social necessity of wearing socks all the time. It will be an act of sales
building, although obviously difficult and extremely expensive. But it may clearly have completed strategies to promote more frequent use among existing users as a means to extend the life of the product. Diverse uses. For Du Pont, this strategy has formed an effort to promote smart fashion of colored pipes and then of high-patterned and textured knitwear. The idea is to enhance
each woman's inventory of knitwear by obsolescing awareness of knitwear as a fashionable weakness that only comes in a narrow range of brown and pink. Hosiery has been transformed from a neutral accessory into a central component of fashion, with a matching color and pattern for each outer dress in the women's wardrobe. This will not only enhance sales by expanding
women's knitwear wardrobes and store inventory, but will be open to annual colors and outdated models just like having an outdated annual color in outer garments. In addition, the use of colors and patterns to focus attention on the legs will help arrest the decline of the legs as a factor of sexual attraction- a trend that some researchers have distinguished and which, they claim,
damaged knitting sales. New users. Creating new users for nylon knitwear can imagine having taken the form of trying to legalize the need to wear knitwear among early teenagers and subteenagers. Advertising, public relations, and sales of social leaders and youthful styles will be called New use. For nylon, this tactic has had many victories - from various types of knitwear, such
as stretch socks and stretch socks, to new uses, such as carpets, carpets, bearings, and so forth. Indeed, without further product innovations designed to create new uses for nylon after the original army, hunry, and circular knitting use, nylon consumption in 1962 would have reached a saturation level of around £50 million annually. Instead, in 1962 consumption exceeded £500
million. Exhibition V demonstrates the continuous development of new uses for basic materials that continually create a new wave of sales. The exhibition shows that despite the growth of the women's drop market, the cumulative results of the military, knitting, and group of dcellaneous would have been a flat sales curve in 1958. (Nylon entered the vast market in 1944
significantly increasing sales on what they would have been. Despite this, sales of wide knitting, circular knitting, and military and spirit groups peaked in 1957.) Exhibition V Innovation of New Products Postponed Total Maturity-Nylon Industry Source: Modern Textile Magazine, February 1964, p. 33. © 1962 by Jordan P. Yale Had it not been for new use for basic materials similar
to curved knitting in 1945, tire wires in 1948, fiber textures in 1955, carpet fibers in 1959, and etc.-nylon would not have had the spectacular consumption curve increased it had so clearly had. At different stages, it will deplete existing markets or be forced to decline by competitive materials. The systematic search for new use for the basic (and improved) materials extends and
prolongs the life of the product. For other example Few companies seem to use in any systematic way or plan the four lifestretching products described above. However, the successful application of this kind of stretching strategy has characterized the history of well-known products such as General Foods Corporation's Jell-O and Minnesota Mining &amp; Manufacturing Co.5 Jell-
O's Scotch tape as a pioneer in the field of easy-to-prepare gelatin desserts. The reasonableness of the product concept and the excellence of the original marketing activities have brought it beautifully insized sales and almost early profit curves. But after a few years these predicted curves began to flatten out. Scotch Ice is also a pioneer product in its field. Once finished, the
product gained rapid market acceptance because of an audio product concept and an active sales organization. But, again, in time the sales and profit curves start to flatten out. However, before they flattened a lot, 3M, like General Foods, developed measures to maintain sales speed and initial profitability. Both companies have expanded the life of the product by, in fact, doing all
four things Du Pont has done with nylon - creating more frequent use among current users, using more diverse between existing users, new users and new users for basic materials: (1) General Foods approach to increasing the frequency of Jell-O service among current users, basically, to increase the number of flavors. From Don Wilson's six famous delicious flavours, Jell-O
has moved on to more than a dozen. On the other hand, 3M has helped increase sales among its existing users by developing a range of handy Scotch tape distributors that make the product easier to use. (2) Create more diverse uses of Jell-O among current dessert users in connection with its promotion as a basis for salads and facilitate this use by developing a variety of Jell-
O's flavored vegetables. Similarly, 3M has developed a line of scotch-colored, patterned, waterproof, invisible tapes and Scotch tapes that have achieved considerable success as sealing and decorating items for vacation and gift wrapping. (3) Jell-O sought to create new users by correctly identifying those who cannot accept Jell-O as a popular dessert or salad product. Hereby in
the Metrecal Jell-O boom uses a successful advertising theme tied to a fashion-oriented weight-controlled appeal. Similarly, the 3M introduces rocket tape, a product that resembles Scotch tape but costs less, and also develops a commercial line of glossy tapes of different widths, lengths and strengths. These actions expand the use of products in the commercial and industrial
markets. (4) Both Jell-O and 3M have sought new uses for basic materials. It is known, for example, that female consumers use powder gelatin dissolved in liquids as a means of strengthening their nails. Both men and women use it in the same way as a bone building agent. Jell-O therefore introduces a completely flavorless Jell-O just for these purposes. 3M has also developed
new uses for basic materials–from doublecoated tapes (adhesives on both sides) that compete with ordinary liquid adhesives, to reflective tapes that festoons countless automotive bumpers, to mark strips that compete with paint. Expansion Strategies The existence of these types of product lifecycles illustrated in Exhibit I and II and the unit profit cycle in Appendix III suggests that
there can be significant value for those involved in new product work to start planning for the expansion of the life of their products even before these products officially launched. To plan for the new life-extending infusion of effort (as in Appendix IV) at this pre-introduction stage can be extremely useful in three profoundly important ways. 1. It creates an operation rather than a
reactive product policy. It systematicly structures product marketing and development efforts company's previous term, instead of each attempt or operation merely a distance stop response to the urgent pressures of repeated competitive thrusts and reduced profits. Product life-extending view implementation of thinking and planning in advance - think in some systematic way
about the moves that are likely to be made by potential competitors, about possible changes in the consumer response to the product and the necessary sales activities that make the best use of these conditional events. 2. It launches a long-term plan designed to transmit new life into the product at the right time, with the right level of care and with the right amount of effort. Many
operations designed to enhance the revenue and profitability of existing products or materials are often performed without involving their relationship with each other or time – the optimal point of consumer readiness for such operations or optimal competitive efficiency points. Careful planning, long before the need for such activity arises, can help ensure that time, care and efforts
are appropriate for the situation. For example, it appears highly doubtful that the explosion in women's hair color and hair dye products would have been as spectacular if strong efforts to sell these products were ahead of the boom in hair sprays and chemical hair repair. The following helped create a strong sense of consumer fashion hair because they made it relatively easy to



create and wear fashionable hairstyles. Once it became easy for women to have fashionable hairstyles, fashion sense results helped open the door to hair color and shades. It can't happen the other way around, with the first colors and shades creating a sense of fashion and thus raising sales of sprays and fixers. Because understanding the reason for this exact order of events is
essential to appreciate the importance of life expansion plans before early introduction, it is useful to go into a little detail. Consider: For women, setting up their hair has been a perennial problem for centuries. First, the length and treatment of their hair is one of the most obvious ways in which they distinguish themselves from men. Therefore to be attractive in that distinction
becomes very important. Secondly, the hair frame and facial highlighting, resemble an attractive wooden frame and highlight a beautiful picture. Therefore, styling is an important factor in highlighting the appearance of facial features of the woman. Thirdly, because the hair is long and soft, it is difficult to keep in an attractive arrangement. It is mussed in sleep, wind, wet weather,
sports activities, and so on. Therefore, the effective arrangement of the woman's hair is her top priority in hair care. An uns protected brunette will have nothing from turning herself into a blonde. Indeed, in a country where blondes are in the minority, the transition from being an unkempt brunette to being a girl Unkempt gold will simply draw attention to her negligence. But once the
sorting problem becomes easily solved by and fixers, colors and colors can become big business, especially in women with hair who have begun to turn gray. The same order of priority is applied in industrial products. For example, it seems quite inimaginable that many manufacturing plants will readily accept the replacement of the old single spindle, constantly men tend to screw
machines with a tape on computers tend to, many computer spindles. The mechanical care of the multiple spindle machine is a necessary intermediate step, if for no other reason than that it requires a change in the lower work flow, and is certainly a less conceptual leap for the companies and workers who care for the machinery involved. For Jell-O, it is unlikely that the plant
flavor will be very successful before the idea of gelatin as a salad base has been quite well accepted. Similarly, promoting Scotch colored tapes and patterns as a gift and decorative seals may not succeed if department stores are not there, as a result of their drive to compete more effectively with mass goods by providing more customer service , has previously demonstrated to
consumers what can be done to wrap and decorate gifts. 3. Perhaps the most important benefit of pre-participation, pre-introduction planning for sales expansion activities, prolonging the market later in the life of the product is that this practice forces a company to adopt a broader view of the nature of the product that it is dealing with. Indeed, it may even force the application of a
broader view of the company's business. Take Jell-O's case. What is its product? Over the years, Jell-O has become the brand umbrella for a wide range of dessert products, including cornstarch base pudding, filling and the new Whip'n Chill, a light dessert similar to Bavarian Creme or French Mousse. On the basis of these products, it can be said that General Foods' Jell-O
Division is trading in dessert technology. In the case of ice, perhaps 3M went further in this technological approach to its business. It has a special expertise (technology) on which it has built a business that is constantly expanding. This expertise can be said to be of things that link (adhesives in the case of Scotch tape) with other things, especially thin materials. We therefore see
3M develop scores of profitable items, including electronic recording tapes (linking electron-sensitive materials to tapes), and Thermo-Fax copied devices and materials (linking heat-reacting materials to paper). Conclusion For companies interested in continuing growth and profitability, successful new product strategies should be seen as an overall plan that looks ahead for a
number of years. For good's own good New product strategies should try to predict in some measures the possibilities, characters, and timing of competitive events and markets. When When is always dangerous and rarely very accurate, it is definitely much better than not trying to predict at all. In fact, every product strategy and every inevitable business decision involves making
predictions about the future, about the market and about the competitors. To be more systematicly aware of the predictions that people are making to a person to act on them in an attack rather than a defensive or reactively fashion - this is the real virtue of planning ahead for market stretching and product life expansion. The result will be a product strategy that includes several
types of plans for a conditional migration sequence over time. Even before entering the market development phase, the originater should make a judgment about the possible length of the normal life of the product, taking into account the scalability of users and users. The ruling will also help determine many things - for example, whether to price the product on a skimming or a
penetrating basis, or what kind of relationship the company should develop with its dealers. These considerations are important because at each stage of the product life cycle, each management decision must consider the competitive requirements of the next stage. Therefore, the decision to establish a strong branding policy during the period of market growth can help to insu
separate the brand from strong price competition later; the decision to establish a policy that protects agents during the period of market development can facilitate point-of-sale promotions in a state of market growth, etc. In short, having a clear idea of the possibility of future product development and market development opportunities should reduce the likelihood of becoming
locked into sales forms that may may prove undesirable. This kind of thinking ahead of the new product strategy helps management avoid other pitfalls. For example, ad campaigns that look successful from a short-term view may be vulnerable in the next stage of the life cycle. So from the very beginning métcal ads use a powerful medical theme. Sales boomed until the
competitors successfully mimic emphasized fashion thinness. Métcal has predicted itself to be a diet for overweight consumers, an image that proved far less attractive than a diet for fashion-smart people. But metrecal's initial appeal was very strong and also made it a formidable task later to change people's impression of the product. Obviously, with a more careful long-range
plan in the first place, the product's image can be positioned more carefully, and the ad may have a more clearly defined goal. Be aware of the importance of a series of orderly steps in introducing sales building actions for new products should be a central component of long-term product planning. A carefully planned program expanding the market, even before a new product is
introduced, can have strong virtues. Setting up a reasonable plan for the future can also help guide and speed ongoing technical research to support the product. Although departure from such a plan will inevitably have to be made to adapt to unexpected events and revised judgments, the plan puts the company in a better position to make things happen rather than constantly
having to react to things that are happening. It is important that the originater does not delay this long-term plan until after the introduction of the product. How the product should be introduced and used so much that it can be promoted in the first place should be a function of careful consideration of the optimal order of product appeal proposed and used products. Consideration
must focus not only on the optimal things to do, but importantly on their optimal order- for example, what the order of use of different appeals should be and what the recommended product usage order should be. If Jell-O first suggested use was as a dietary food, its chances of later making a big and easy impact in the gelatin dessert market would surely have been significantly
reduced. Similarly, if nylon knitwear was promoted in the first place as a functional daytime wear knitwear, the ability to replace silk such as acceptable high-end fashion knitwear would be greatly reduced. To illustrate the virtue of planning before the introduction to the later life of a product, suppose a company has developed a new nonpatentable-speaking product, a normal
kitchen salt shaker. Let's say no one has any kind of vibrator now. One can say, before launching it, that (1) it has a potential market of x million households, organizations, and commercial consumers, (2) in the two-year maturity market will set in, and (3) in a year the profit margin will decrease because of the entry of competition. So one can come up with the following plan: I. End
the first year: expanding the market among existing users New design ideas, such as sterling shakers for official use, masculine shaker for barbecue use, neck shakers for early American households , miniature shakers for each table location setting, moisture-resistant design for beach picnics. II. End of second year: expanding the market for new users Ideas- designed for
children, treasury design for beer drinkers in bars, designed for sadies rubbing salt into open wounds. III. End of third year: find new uses Ideas- make identical products for use as a pepper shaker, as decorative garlic salt shaker, shaker for household scouring powder, shaker to sprinkle silicon dust on machine parts, and so on. This attempt to prethink the stimulus method re-a
distant flat sales curve before becoming its flat allowing product makers to assign priority to each task, task, to plan future production expansion and capital and marketing requirements systematicly. It prevents a person from trying to do too many things at once, resulting in reasonablely defined priorities instead of the random consequences of the timing of new ideas and
discipline both the product development effort given to support the development of the product and the marketing effort required for its continued success. Success.
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